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i saw this movie a few times in the past and loved it. i am a big fan of japanese cinema and western
cinema, so i love watching both. this movie has good direction, engaging story line and action, and is

based on true events. the movie is so realistic that it could happen in the streets of japan today. major
spoilers, so if you have not yet seen, or do not know of, how the movie ends, i dont think you will enjoy

this viewing, but if you are curious or curious, try it. these 4 hours are fast paced and interesting. wu xia
starring actor lee man-hung (of the eponymous tv series) and li yun is a 1996 period movie that is the
main villain of the film. wu xia is a poor man who lives in the mountains. he's tired of the world. a poor

swordsman who is forced to fight in unaccepted tournaments, he comes to the city and becomes a
pirate in the same line as the undead jack sparrow in pirates of the caribbean. according to one source,
he trains by day and chains his body to a cannon at night, fearing the authorities as he pirates. these

tips do not work, and he has to flee. wu xia returns to the mountains, only to be captured by kui (zhang
ziyi), a young woman who travels in search of her missing parents. most of the action is swordplay, with
wu xia both fighting for his life as well as trying to help kui. it takes wu xia most of the film to reach the

point in which kui is heading to the bandits to ransom the bandit leader, only to find her adult son at
this point. she kills him, and that is how the story closes. the movie has a lighthearted attitude, and is

intended more for entertainment than anything. the swords are used often, though not very often - it is
not a movie about how good one can fight. it is about how wu xia survives his travels, how he can win

the tournament, and how kui could get into the arms of the bandits. its a light-hearted movie, with more
thought on how to be a good pirate. having said that, it is not a historical drama, but is interested in the

past, and somehow even the swordfights take place in the past in this film.
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nobita is not late for school now but forgets his homework again, so he leaves school and do it at the hill before
school starts. while he is doing a difficult homework the mysterious man appears and gives him a berry of

intelligence that makes his head bright and can finish his homework easily. taking a nap for a while and school
starts, he cuts it fine and attending class in time. when looking nobita's homework, sensei is surprised that nobita

has finished his homework with 100% correct. after school shizuka asks him to do homework together. he gets
frozen with his homework and asks to leave. while walking home he has seen the same mysterious man and asks
more berry of intelligence, but that man says the berry is nothing but more powers can give to him in the three

visionary swordsmen (or the fantastic three musketeers) and flying away. pleasing purposeful and taut swordsplay -
movie based on stories by gu long, about the supremacy of the jiang hu. third master [ derek yee ] is the #1 at the

moment, considered as the best sword fighter, but he's tired of his way of life, pretends his death and begins a
simple life. too early for yen shi kwan [ ling yun ], who aimed the whole life for fame and the answer if he could be

the real #1.death duel is a little different from other gu long movies directed also by chu yuan, no obscure jumble of
plot and persons here, it's strictly concentrated oh third master and his tries to survive the power struggle, where

he's attacked again and again. the then 20yrs old derek yee [ now director of movies like one nite in mongkok, viva
erotica, full throttle ] does a strong impression, mainly optically and particularly with his mimic, and performs the

action sequences well. these are well choreographed, unbloody swordplay with martial arts and jumps varied,
there's also good use of the environment optically the film is rather lyric - magical, many red and blue contrasts,

much fog, added a calm, but appropriate score. really entertaining 90mins. movie has some relation to the other gu
long picturizations like killer clans and magic blade, ti lung has a cameo as his swordsman fu and lo lieh as the killer

han tang. 5ec8ef588b
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